
Competitive Analysis: Pet Care / Tracking

PetFetch

Ratings: 4.9 (5.8K)



Have to make an 
account?: Yes

Features:
 Points syste

 Earn by tracking pet wellness & 
buying affiliated product

 Can be used to redeem reward
 “Pet Buff” - live chat with a pet exper
 Separate profiles for multiple pet
 Add pet food by bran
 Tracking via Timeline Entries (wide 

selection
 Section for articles on wellness, 

behavior, training, lifestyle, nutrition & 
mor

 Feed to see posts from other users & 
Pet Buff

 Pet meme generator 


Enjoyable:
 Playful language (i.e. when adding pet: 

are they a “good boy” or a “good girl”
 Can enter pet gotcha day in addition to 

pet birthda
 Big range of pet food quantity types (i.e. 

cups vs handfuls
 Use of illustrations 


Pain points:
 When adding birth date, default is 

current day - will not let you add later 
month until you’ve changed the yea

 Adding food - no photos or flavor
 Only supports cats & dogs


Features:
 Creating a profile for each pe

 Ability to add pet insurance 
information, microchip #, and rabies 
tag 

 Adding provider information 
(veterinarian, groomer, & boarder

 Links to provider’s information as 
listed on Googl

 Set up reminders for tasks like giving 
medication, grooming, & buying foo

 Pet-related article
 Appointments with linked providers 

show in one calendar within the ap
 If pet is not marked as insured, 

prompted to see pet insurance quotes


Enjoyable:
 Allows a large variety of pet types (incl. 

rodents, birds, horses, & more
 Use of illustration
 Messaging with providers directly in 

app


Pain points:
 Adding pet’s photo not very intuitive / 

crops weirdl
 Format to enter a specific date is 

unfamiliar (hold to access
 No library for pet food options ( just 

type in anything
 Cannot search articles - just seem to 

be listed at the bottom of the home 
feed

Features:
 Ability to make a profile for each pe
 Different levels of membership (basic is 

free, highest tier is $49.99/year
 Request vaccination history directly 

from the vet to be uploaded to the ap
 Once records are uploaded, can 

download from the ap
 Health journal used to log pet’s health 

event
 Set reminders
 Adding care notes to share information 

with anyone watching the pe
 Pet food recall alert
 Tools page with resource

 Pet insurance quote too
 “Can my pet eat this” chatbo
 Get connected via live chat with a 

vet’s offic
 Search feature for dog walkers & 

more


Enjoyable:
 Can create an account via Apple or 

Faceboo
 Choosing species - visual is the Apple 

memoji


Pain points:
 Paid tiers are a little confusing (hard to 

determine at time of sign-up what 
exactly you get for paying

 Finding your vet doesn’t work unless 
location services are on

Features:
 Ability to add profile for each pe
 Sync with calendar on device to track 

pet appointment
 Paid feature - required to add more 

than one pe
 Pet photo voting - swipe left or right 

on photos uploaded by other pet 
owner

 “Nearby” tab to show pet stores, 
hospitals, parks, groomers, etc. in your 
are

 Reminders tab to upload appointment 
& medication reminder

 Export pet profile

Enjoyable:
 Connection with other owners via 

photo sharing


Pain points:
 After creating account, met with blank 

pag
 When adding second pet, cannot 

minimize prompt to open paid accoun
 UI not always clear/intuitive

Ratings: 4.8 (206K)



Have to make an 
account?: Yes

Ratings: 4.6 (2K)



Have to make an 
account?: Yes

Ratings: 3.7 (41)



Have to make an 
account?: Yes (provides 
explanation for why)


